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This is the right place. Most Popular Questions Asked What is the difference between fire-protective and
fire-resistive glazing systems? Such materials include traditional wired glass, glass ceramics and specially
tempered glass. Fire-resistive glass products generally are multi-laminates incorporating several layers of glass
with fire-resistive interlayers. Examples include wall applications requiring a minute or greater fire rating that
must meet temperature-rise criteria, such as stairwells, exit access corridors, or other fire barriers dividing
interior construction. In these instances, the IBC requires the temperature rise on the non-fire side of the glass
not to exceed degrees Fahrenheit above the ambient temperature at the end of the fire test generally 60 or
minutes. Such glass must also pass the hose stream test. Q What are my primary options in fire-rated glass? A
The glass product most often associated with fire rating is polished wired glass. It has provided fire protection
for more than years. In North America, wired glass is typically rated for 45 minutes in lite sizes up to 9 square
feet 1, square inches. Wired glass with a fire rating greater than 45 minutes is restricted to square inch lites in
doors with temperature-rise criteria. The biggest advantage of wired glass is its low cost. However, because
wired glass has low impact resistance, since the International Building Code IBC has prohibited its use in
hazardous locations in all facility types. A second type of fire-rated glazing is glass ceramic. Once installed,
this wireless product looks similar to ordinary window glass, which provides great design flexibility. Like
wired glass, glass ceramics are able to withstand the thermal shock of water from sprinklers or fire hoses. This
is the highest standard impact-safety rating available, indicating that the glass can safely withstand an impact
similar to that of a full-grown, fast moving adult. Glass ceramic is also available in insulated glass units IGUs.
The IGUs are made of two layers of glass with an air space in between. They can incorporate many types of
float glass, including clear, tinted, Low-E and mirrored glass. Depending on which components are used, they
can provide fire protection and comply with energy codes. IGUs are sometimes used for interior applications
where sound reduction is desired. Another category of fire-rated glass is fire-rated glass wall panels. These
units are special, multi-layer assemblies that block the transfer of radiant and conductive heat. They are tested
to the same fire-resistance standards as solid walls, and are not restricted to 25 percent of the wall, as may be
the case with fire-protective glazing. These large expanses of glass have obtained fire ratings up to 2 hours.
They are typically used where architects desire or building codes require the blockage of heat transfer through
the glass. Designers can thus provide clear, fire-rated glass walls that allow visibility, light and security. A
final category of fire-rated glazing is specially tempered glass. As a result, applications for these products are
generally limited to use in minute fire doors. Q Why is the "fire hose stream" thermal shock test important? A
The fire hose stream test shows how hot glass and surrounding frame assemblies will react when hit by water
from a fire hose or sprinkler. Most glass is unable to withstand the thermal shock of fire and water. If nearby
sprinklers activate during a fire, the heated glass may shatter and vacate the frame, thus allowing the spread of
flames and smoke. NFPA states, "The hose stream test provides a method for evaluating the integrity of
constructions and assemblies and for eliminating inadequate materials or constructions. The cooling, impact,
and erosion effects of the hose stream provide tests of the integrity of the specimen being evaluated. In
Canada, all fire-rated glass must pass the test. Q Why is fire-rated glazing required to have a permanent label?
A Because fire-rated glazing is available with a wide variety of performance characteristics, specifying an
appropriate one for a given application is critical for life and property safety. To help ensure the proper use of
glass for various fire-rated applications, a multi-faceted product labeling system was implemented in the IBC
and further simplified in the IBC [see Table The fire-rated glass marking system includes a range of
information, including the product name, basic characteristics e. Q I recently received product information for
a fire-rated glass that indicated several limitations on use. Should this be of concern? Architects and designers
should always be wary of product "listings" that carry what appear to be unusual limitations. For example, one
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fire-rated glazing material on the market indicates a fire rating of "60 minutes", but then goes on to say, "This
product does not meet the hose stream requirements of the test standards". Further, "This product protects
from fire from one direction only. The identified face MUST be installed facing the direction of expected fire
attack. This clearly indicates how a laboratory "listed" product may not be exactly what you thought it might
be. For more information, see this Alert. Q Is fire-rated glass really necessary if I use sprinklers? A Some
manufacturers had been submitting engineering reports to Authorities Having Jurisdiction AHJ in which
fire-resistance ratings were obtained using fire suppression systems i. According to section If sprinklers do
not activate due to faulty manufacturing, loss of water pressure, or other reasons, fire-rated glass will perform
its critical function of compartmentationâ€”with or without water from the sprinklers. Q Generally speaking,
the "wireless" fire-rated glazing materials are more expensive than polished wired glass. How can I persuade
my building owner that those products are worth the extra cost? The manufacturing processes for high
performance wireless products are complicated, and frequently make use of specialty materials. While costs
are coming down as production volumes increase, we suspect they will never reach the levels of wired glass.
Interestingly, we often find the wireless products are in line with the architectural construction costs - they are
just more expensive than traditional wired glass. In addition, the amount of fire-rated glazing used in most
projects is rather small comparatively. Increasingly, we see architects and designers willing to use the newer
products for aesthetics reasons, such as opening up entire glass walls that have high fire ratings.
Characteristics such as higher fire ratings, larger glass sizes, increased clarity, higher impact ratings, meeting
energy codes, etching and beveling, etc. Q What are some of the latest developments that could enhance
building designs? A New uses for fire-rated glass and frames have gone hand-in-hand with aesthetic
improvements. For years, design professionals were limited to traditional hollow metal steel frames. While
functional, these bulky, wrap-around frames forced many to compromise on appearance in order to provide
life safety. Manufacturing advances have led to thinner, fire-rated frames that can be custom painted or
powder coated to match virtually any color scheme. There are even hardwood , aluminum and stainless steel
fire-rated framing options. Manufacturing innovations have also enabled more sophisticated fire-rated glass
and framing assemblies. Q Can other rated frames be used with TGP fire-rated glass? FireLite can also be used
with hollow metal steel frames. However, since fire-rated framing and glass work in tandem to provide
compartmentation, the frames and glass must carry the same fire rating and classification fire protective or fire
resistive in accordance with the IBC. Q Who is responsible if the wrong glass or framing is installed? A
Potentially, multiple parties involved in the selection, specification, approval, or installation of products could
be held liable. The building owner might look to the architect, who in turn could point to the code officials and
the glazing contractor. Code officials will say their approval has the disclaimer that it is "subject to errors and
omissions". Glaziers are the glass experts, and architects rely on them for advice. If a glazier sees a problem,
he needs to alert the architect about suitable alternatives. The excuse, "I just bid what the architect specified
When it comes to life safety in a building, it is important to gather all the details to avoid making costly or
dangerous mistakes. Look for any special requirements, limitations or exclusions.
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Is it hot in here, or is it just me? Source Fire is the element of destruction, power, and rebirth. In the form of
the flame, it represents the rapid consumption of the old to give way to the new, just as a forest fire makes way
for pioneer trees to spring from its ashes. But what 40 card strategies of flame and brimstone burn longer than
the rest? This was awesome back in the day, and is still an awesome group effect now, but the writer sees you
scratching your head, wondering how they ended up at the tenth spot. The answer is simple: Should I put out
the flames, or put it out of its misery? Who else wants more support for this archetype? Pummeling your
opponent with diamond fists seems like an ironclad strategy, until you realize they can just zap you a mile
away like Dr. Who knew dinosaurs combined with rabbits would make such a powerful combination? But
when that combination makes a walking Solemn Judgment with no lifepoints cost, one can understand why.
Maybe mixing them with fire meant they survived the Great Extinction or something? In anycaseâ€¦ At first
glance, the Evos seem like a solid archetype. The relationship between these tiny lizards and their Mesozoic
cousins is too one-sided, and the low attack of their bosses reinforces a sad, potential truth: The writer had no
idea a game bird could look so intimidating. Better guard your eyes. Fire Fist The lovable fire monks were
definitely a threat during their premier debut. The Fire Fists are still, in theory, a good deck, but the current
game makes them the equivalent of getting punched one good time by a standing Bane vs the Flash
hammering you a million times in a second after a speed-of-sound wind-up. Pendulums came and pushed the
effectiveness of the fire monks back, and then Links came and pushed it back even further, smothering a flame
that was already doused in a rainstorm. Despite being a solid archetype in their heyday, the Fire Fists have to
fight too hard to produce that spark to get their wildfire going, a fact making them better than some Fire decks,
but not stronger than most. So thisâ€¦ is Soul Edge. Or is it Soul Calibur? Is the user of this sword burning the
world or turning it into crystal? We need to know these things, Konami. In the Yu-Gi-Oh realm, this translates
to them banishing themselves to keep their strategy moving, and then getting effects when banished. Are those
monsters willingly loading into the Blaze Accelerator? Volcanic Scattershot can deal damage if sent to the
Graveyard and destroys all monsters your opponent controls, Volcanic Counter makes any battle damage
inflicted also affect its opponent simply by banishing itself, Volcanic Queen is the original Kaiju monster, and
Doomfire is the original Red Dragon Archfiend that simply needs to destroy a monster by battle to destroy all
monsters your opponent controls, then inflicts to your opponent for each monster it destroys. These extreme,
flexible lava-dwellers that make tardigrades jealous may be a bit too reactive when dealing their effect
damage, relying on destruction and the opponent attacking to deal heavy burning, but their indirect antics and
high attack members make them a top contender for best Fire deck, and a little more support, like
Trickstar-I-can-burn-your-lifepoints-with-a-sexy-wink support, could make them take that spot some day.
Infernoid Many decks were hurt severely by the new Link mechanic, the style of summoning putting a dam
before the deluge that was formerly the Extra deck. The Infernoids were not one of those decks. At first
glance, these mechanized fiends, with heavily censored names due to Western sensitivities, seem like the brick
deck from the fiery bowels of hell, considering almost every Infernoid must banish a member or several to
torment the field. But when one considers their amazing Void support cards, which includes effects protecting
from card effects and attacks, sending their buddies to the Graveyard, and Special Summoning them while
ignoring their summoning conditions, and then considers Future Fusion is unbanned At the current time, That
Grass Looks Greener isâ€¦ , their strict summoning conditions do little to halt the Infernoids from flying down
and making your blue 1 into a hot red 0. Many of the Fire King support cards splash well into other Fire decks.
All the Fire Kings, including the unofficial vice chairman of the club, Sacred Phoenix Nephthys, get effects
when destroyed by card effects, the most destructive belonging to Fire King High Avatar Garunix, the apex
boss who destroys all other monsters on the field the next Standby Phase after he self-destructs. Who loves a
good tongue twister? Metalfoes What wayward whacks on wheels better wash wishy wankers? Support
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searching solely from solitary sending, these searing Sachs sailors supremely surpass other scorchers. Fusions
foreshadow fast fighting, Pendulums push progress procedurally, while a Link lets no lag linger, lashing livid,
late losers ludicrously. A Spell saving Suzuki supporters from sacking solidifies the monumental might of the
Metalfoes.
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Statistics Of Japanese Democide: On the Philippines lines to , better estimates than for any other territory are
available. After the Japanese defeat on the Islands, special American units tried to document the massacres
committed by Japanese forces and secret police. Still, different and inconsistent figures are given lines , taking
into account the number of American civilians line and American and Filipino POWs lines 73, and captured
and killed. Most likely this is due to the difficulty of estimating the toll of many recorded and unrecorded
massacres and atrocities. In any case, a minimum of 90, Filipino civilians killed seems solid. Acts of
Terrorism and Atrocity by Japanese. Any soldier captured before the surrender was executed. The Bataan
Death March -- 7, surrendered men died. Those that could not keep up the pace were clubbed, stabbed, shot,
beheaded or buried alive. Once the prison camp had been reached, disease, malnutrition and brutality claimed
up to American and Filipinos -- each day. The Philippine people were left to fend for themselves against the
Japanese Imperial Army. American schoolbooks were destroyed and schools later shut down. Any American
troops and their families who had been left behind were interned as prisoners of war. Houses were
commandeered by the Imperial Army. Food became dangerously scarce and the civilians starved. The barter
system came into play as people foraged for food to save their families. Families hid in cellars to avoid any
suspicion of being guerrilla fighters and later to survive the battles and the bombings. Books Dowlen, Dorothy
Dore Enduring What Cannot Be Endured: This is the story of a woman who was forced to witness most of her
family slaughtered by the Japanese Imperial Army during World War Two. Acting as a medical aide in
Mindanao, and then as a second lieutenant for the U. The Rape of Manila. The work is arranged
chronologically, with a day-by-day recording of events. One hundred and seventy-five pictures are also
included of scenes of horrific deaths of Filipinos, Americans, and Japanese. Recollections of an Unforgettable
Ordeal. De La Salle University Press. This book is a personal narrative of a boy growing up during the
Japanese occupation of the Philippines. It provides a first-person account of how civilians were caught in the
middle of the war between the Japanese and the United States in the Philippines. Holthe, Tess Uriza When the
Elephants Dance: This is a work of fiction inspired by oral histories to the author by family members who had
survived the Japanese occupation of the Philippines. The opening pages refer to the elephants dancing and the
chickens being careful, the elephants signifying the Americans and the Japanese, and the chickens the
Filipinos. The Remains of War: This is a very courageous work, originally written in Japanese, by a Japanese
man who has traveled both to the Philippines and his own Japan interviewing survivors of World War Two.
He interviews the living members of Japanese Imperial Army who were commanded to kill Filipino civilians.
Many interesting answers come about from his inquiries, including the fact that, although many Filipinos
attest to the Christian value of forgiveness, many have a hard time forgetting. University of the Philippines
Press. This is a series of journal entries by the daughter of the Far Eastern University founder, Dr. In response
to the difficult questions asked to her by another author about life as a non-combatant victim of the battle for
the liberation of Manila, the author here has written down her memories. The Negating Fire vs. American and
Filipino Novels in the Pacific War. University of Santos Press. This author divides and compares the varying
differences between American views of the War in the Pacific to those views of Filipinos in terms of novels
that have been written by both parties. The Kempei Tai in the Philippines: The book goes on to explain how
the Kempei Tai used both positive and negative means to win over the Filipinos in order to maintain peace and
order. Journals Boling, David Japan Eschews International and Legal Responsibility? This is a reprint of a
study done by a lawyer of the trials brought before the Tokyo District Court.
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Reply In the biggest democratic election in human history, the BJP has won a majority, exceeding its own
expectations. It has settled down to form a government without even needing an alliance. Now that no
effective opposition exists, what can we look forward to from a party that has a long history of Muslim and
minority baiting, Hindu majoritarian victimology, and a commitment to a neoliberal economic agenda
untrammelled by concerns for social injustice and unrest? Because this country â€” like many other
democracies â€” has suffered from broken political pomises to such an extent, that it is probably more prudent
to look very carefully at the evidence of performance rather than take at face value promises made in the heat
of the electoral battle. This of course applies equally to all parties and politicians, not to the BJP alone. In fact,
from the perspective of the HDR, the so-called Gujarat Model is not what it is cracked up to be. The genius of
the PR campaign has been to convince enough of the Indian electorate of the hype behind it â€” manufacturing
consent at its most magical. Apart from pervasive evidence of corruption and misgovernance under Congress,
the PR campaign has managed to induce public amnesia about BJP corruption. Who remembers why
Yeddiyurappa and Kalyan Singh were welcomed back into the fold to help fight the elections? Who is asking
why ministers with criminal records are being appointed to the cabinet in this government devoted to good
governance? I will be accused of a reluctance to concede that the Indian masses are perfectly capable of
making up their own minds on the evidence of massive corruption. In , the Congress had an even greater
majority than the BJP has now. Yet it managed to squander this advantage through its own lack of vision,
probity and gumption. We must get used to arguments that go: There is no evidence that the Congress â€” or
indeed what passes for the parliamentary Left in India â€” has any clue why they have been ground into the
dust. This is evident from the behaviour of their leaders after the defeat. Tearing down a 16th century mosque?
Acquiring a nuclear bomb? But Hindutva is waiting in the wings for a consolidation of the gains from the
economic agenda. Once the appetite for a better life has been sated for a plurality of the urban population, the
cultural agenda may be re-instated. If events prove me wrong â€” and I sincerely hope they do â€” no one
would be more relieved than I. Nothing here should be taken as an endorsement of the Congress, which
thoroughly deserves its ignominious defeat. Nor am I raising these fears now only because the BJP has won.
They are grounded in trends in Indian politics that have been in evidence since the nineteen seventies. The
remarkable victory of the Hindutva right has only crystallised them more urgently for me. Economically, their
policies will be not very different from those of the Congress-led government that has just met its worst defeat
in its year history. However, the cronyism and corporate welfarism characteristic of Indian capitalism will be
continue to be strengthened. Neoliberalism and Thatcherism will receive a fresh lease of life in India precisely
when it is beginning to be questioned everywhere else, not because these pernicious ideologies have anything
to commend them, but because the right alliance pun intended of class interests has re-appeared in India to
breath life into them. The theft of public and common property resources by private interests has become an
established mode of state-sponsored primary accumulation in India, both under the Congress and under the
Left Front in West Bengal. With the BJP committing itself to a neoliberal agenda of liberalisation of prices
and wages, de-regulation of industries, and privatisation of state and community owned assets, the scope for
corruption will only be vastly enhanced, and the social protections that remain for the lower middle and
working classes, and for vulnerable sections such as tribals and dalits, will vanish. The innate authoritarianism
of the educated Indian middle classes will find a fresh impetus, because it now has the democratic support of a
parliamentary majority. The present electoral victory will be a test of how much substantive democracy there
is in India. The ruling BJP has a majority in the lower house of Parliament. As a consequence, laws will be
passed in the name of national security and development â€” both highly contestable but entirely uncontested
notions â€” that will render the state even more powerful and unaccountable, and the individual citizen even
more powerless to resist the state. Encounter killings will become the new norm. Like the Congress and other
minor parties, we now have a party leading the centre that has already resorted to extrajudicial killing and
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organised mass murder. With its Parliamentary majority, the BJP government can now be expected to write
new laws to replace the ones that guaranteed rights of privacy and dignity of individual citizens. The tone of
public discourse will continue to become harsher and less civilised, to continue the trend of Foxification of the
Indian media. If those do not work, then violence will. National security, or the national interest, or national
unity will be invoked. At precisely the moment when the BJP needs a serious opposition to resist the onset of
a hubristic arrogance, there will be none, because any dissent will be silenced. This practically guarantees that
the fascistic potential deeply embedded in the national right-wing will be left to flourish unchallenged. Politics
will continue to be replaced by marketing campaigns. The triumph of the BJP is itself the result of a political
campaign for Modi run by the global public relations firms. The logic of effectiveness and impact analysis
does make sense to evaluate the means, provided the ends have been justified on the basis of moral or political
principles based on an enlightened, humane and civilised view of human beings. Marketing campaigns work,
in the sense that they do succeed in changing perceptions of customers to result in a buying decision and brand
loyalty, and therefore increased market share. But should political campaigns be run like marketing
campaigns, when voters are actually being asked to decide, not about what kind of beverage they would like to
drink, or car they would like to buy, or internet service they would like to use, but about what kind of a society
they and their children want to live in in the future? If we condemn the use of steroids and other artificial
performance enhancers in sports, why do we permit electoral marketing campaigns in politics? As a result,
casual contempt for Muslims may soon become more common, exactly like the anti-semitism that prevailed in
Europe before World War II. The governments of these two countries now feel no shame in trumpeting their
contempt for legal or due process in the name of fighting an enemy they themselves have created and
managed. My fear is that India too may be turned into a national security state. The easy acceptance of
authoritarianism among its educated middle class may allow a vast expansion of surveillance in the name of
security. Curbs on the kind of free association and expression required to sustain a democratic society may
proliferate, with none of the debate that the Snowden revelations have now forced onto a so far apathetic
public in the US. But I fear that the corporate interests that have paid for this election are not exactly eager for
such a debate, nor in the restraints of substantive democracy. Excuse me for not holding my breath.
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If you are stuck in the wilderness with nothing to help you survive except a box of matches, you will want to
know which things you can use to build a fire. Some things burn easily, and some things do not. Flammable
and inflammable are adjectives that say basically the same thing. But which is which? If you are really trapped
in the wilderness, fighting for your own survival, adjectives might be the last thing on your mind. But if you
are writing, especially in the context of physics, you will need to know the difference between these words.
What is the Difference Between Flammable and Inflammable? In this article, I will compare inflammable vs. I
will use each of these words in several example sentences to give you an idea how they appear in context.
Then, I will tell you a mnemonic device that will allow you to choose inflammable or flammable correctly
every time. When to Use Flammable What does flammable mean? Flammable is an adjective. If something is
flammable, it can be set on fire. Technically speaking, almost anything is flammable if it can be brought to a
high enough temperature. Under normal circumstances, however, things like paper, gasoline, and dry wood are
flammable, while things like steel, granite, and water are not. For example, The factory received a safety
citation for storing flammable chemicals too close to the welding booth. The contents or aerosol cans can be
extremely flammable, and it is best to keep them away from sources of heat. The rules for the ethanol fleet
were part a broader set of regulations issued Friday to make all tank cars that haul flammable liquids sturdier.
Other words, the noun flame, the adjective enflamed, and the participle flaming all have similar origins in
Latin. Flammable was first recorded in English in When to Use Inflammable What does inflammable mean?
Inflammable is also an adjective, and it has the same meaning as flammable, which causes understandable
confusion. One might think that the prefix â€”in has the effect of negating flammable, thereby describing
something that is resistant to flames. This, however, is not the case. In other words, inflammable is something
that is easily set on fire. The standard negative term was noninflammable. In recent years, however, flammable
has gained some traction. As you can see from the above charts, which chart flammable vs. Ultimately, this is
a positive change because it creates less ambiguity. Many readers upon seeing the word inflammable think that
the subject is resistant to flames. Words like flammable and nonflammable eliminate this possibility for
confusion. Both flammable and inflammable mean easily set on fire. Summary Is it flammable or
nonflammable? Flammable and inflammable are both adjectives that mean easy to set on fire. Flammable is
the standard term in the 21st century. Nonflammable is its opposite. Inflammable is a term that is best avoided
because it creates ambiguity. Noninflammable is its opposite.
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Edit Each of the fire skills has different abilities and weaknesses. Knowledge of the relative strengths and
weaknesses of each of the fire skills is important in letting you bring a Fire Druid through Nightmare and
especially Hell. One main weakness that all the fire skills have is that they can only be cast on ground. This
makes flying monsters more difficult to handle, but see the section on Molten Boulder. Another main
weakness of all the fire skills is that they are timered, greatly reducing the utility of faster cast rate. Edit
Firestorm does an apparently small amount of fire damage, and appears difficult to reliably aim. However,
note that the rated damage on the character screen and skill description are misleading; in particular, at higher
cast rates, it is possible to deal up to 3 times the rated damage per second on an act boss. Firestorm releases 3
paths of flame. The center path is always a straight line towards the location you click, while the two side
paths will meander pseudo-randomly. To maximize your damage, practice moving around and targeting
different points until you can get at least one of the two side paths to converge with the center path on a
nonmoving target monster. While standing toe-to-toe will assure both side paths will hit the monster, this is
widely considered to be dangerous for a spellcaster. Fortunately, there is a significant chance of a side path
crossing the center path at about a druid-length or so away from your target. Firestorm is weak against
monsters with a small standing profile imps and vampires , especially if they are moving fast it will deal less
than the rated damage. It deals reasonable fire damage against most other monsters if you can get at least one
of the side paths to cross the center path under the target. It deals significant fire damage against act bosses,
especially if you can get both side paths to cross the center path under the target. Unlike the other fire spells,
Firestorm benefits significantly from faster cast rate due to its very short timer. The main use of Firestorm is to
kill act bosses or individual or small groups of slow, large monsters that you can immobilize easily. In general,
it is better than Volcano against non-fire immune monsters, but requires greater skill to use. Edit Molten
Boulder rolls a slow-moving boulder in a straight line towards the targeted location. The boulder will knock
back small and medium monsters. The boulder will leave behind a trail of fire, like in Blaze. Molten Boulder
is weak in places with lots of obstructions, such as the Stony Field , and is weak but barely usable against
large fire immunes. It is excellent against non-fire immune small and medium monsters, and is at least
reasonable against fire immune small and medium monsters. As mentioned, it is the only fire skill capable of
reliably damaging water lurkers. As one of the two fire skills that deal a non-trivial amount of physical
damage, you need to practice using this skill in order to get past the Fallen in Hell Act I. Edit Fissure opens up
several vents on the ground that deal damage. The pattern of opening vents is pseudo-random. If you cast in
exactly the same point both times, the same pattern of vents is opened, which is usually less useful against
nonmoving crowds, and is less likely to affect moving monsters. Fissure is powerful in two, usually
non-overlapping cases: The monsters are in a large, tight group. The monsters are moving at a rate that is not
too slow and not too fast. Due to the way that the game computes whether a fissure vent "hits", fissure deals
very high damage in the above two cases. In addition, a monster in hit recovery animation will not be
damaged by fissure. This cuts down on fissure damage. Ideally, fissure is best used against a large, tight group
of non fire immune monsters with large lives so that the damage of the fissure will not put the monsters into
hit recovery , or against a small moving group. Against a moving group, fissure is usually harder and riskier to
use. Paradoxically, due to the way that the game considers whether a fissure vent "hits", hitting a small, not so
tightly knit group of monsters mixed with fire immunes and non-fire immunes will deal very high damage to
the non fire immunes to be vaguely technical, the vent "missile" has a timer that is reset whenever it hits a
monster, with a large delay if the vent hits the same monster, but with a smaller delay if the monster is
immune or if the vent hits several monsters at once, hence the increased damage in the case of tight groups or
fire immunes. Each vent has a different sense of "the last monster that got hit", so moving monsters will be
damaged more often by stepping on different vents. Fissure is weak in small areas limited by non-ground
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water, void, lava, forests, dungeon wall, etc. Fissure is also useful defensively. Before going into unexplored
territory, cast Fissure at the edge of the screen then walk to the edge of the fissure area. This lets you get some
advanced warning of the presence of monsters if you listen for hits. Edit Volcano launches several fireballs
from a designated target point. The fireballs land in a small area around the target point, but all of them pass
through the designated target point. It is better to think of the volcano as targeting a single location and having
a small amount of splash damage; it is location-based attack, not a wide-area attack. Volcano deals
tremendous fire and physical damage to the designated location, and is optimally used for non-moving targets.
It is also useful if you can cast them in doorways or tight places, where monsters have to pass in order to reach
you or your minions. It helps to think of this as more of a "refresh" of the Volcano on exactly the same point
rather than doubling the Volcano damage, unlike the case with Fissure. Since act bosses usually have
tremendously high block rates, this makes Volcano do less damage against them than expected. Firestorm is
usually better against act bosses, but requires greater player skill to aim, unlike Volcano, which is just "point
and shoot". Both are best utilized against non-moving monsters. Volcano, however, can damage fire immunes.
Generally, a workable strategy against the fire immune Fallen is: Distract the shaman by casting a minion on
top of them - usually a poison creeper is best. Have your other minions and the mercenary run interference on
the Fallen themselves. Launch a Volcano on them. During the cast delay make sure that the minion
continually distracts the shaman by recasting it on the shaman if necessary. You may need to move around to
avoid the Fallen. When the shaman dies, bowl the Fallen with a Molten Boulder.
Chapter 7 : Finishers. eRem vs fire veritas | Final Fantasy Brave Exvius Forum
vs the affirming flame - apholz - read and download negating fire vs the affirming flame free ebooks in pdf format danubia a personal history of habsburg europe simon winder born to blog swimming pool safety guidelines - apholz read and download swimming pool safety guidelines.

Chapter 8 : Genocide: Philippines | Woodring College of Education
May I, composed like them (the Just), Show an affirming flame. -> demonstrate optimism and hope. That is, the Just
have shown their affirming flame, shown their optimism and hope, which can not be ironic.

Chapter 9 : FAQ - Fire-Rated Glass and Framing Questions
The Affirming Flame comprises the recent body of work by Santa Fe artist Phil Binaco.
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